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1996-0607-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, that is who you are. I am the one known as Jeshua ben
Joseph -- Jesus, you have called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide
with you this evening in your timing as you have chosen to call me forth. For
indeed always I am one with you for in Truth I cannot be apart from you. But I
come in this manner when you are willing to turn the focus of your attention unto
me and to consciously invite me to be with you.

1996-0607-002

Great joy beloved one, great joy for this is indeed a meeting of old friends. As
you have looked upon the various ones gathered in this room, you have felt a
familiarity. You have known many of these ones as being family members. And if
you have looked this evening upon the visage of one that you have felt that you
did not see yet in this lifetime, know that in truth you have known that one many,
many times.

1996-0607-003

You have all been together as family throughout the ages. Even if you will receive
it, from before time began and this a gathering of old friends. For in truth you
have invited me as I have invited you. You have answered the invitation of your
own soul, of the one soul that we are to come past boundaries of self-image,
boundaries of what society has said that you are, boundaries of belief to what is
possible and you have responded to the call of your heart knowing that yes, even
though there would be the trek of many miles, you wanted to be here. There was
no question that you would be here, all of you. And even to the one who has
provided the dwelling place.

1996-0607-004

You have made mighty trek for indeed what has transpired in what you would see
as the last day in your timing has been a grand journey. I salute you beloved
brother for indeed that is what you are, for opening your heart and your home to
this gathering once again as you have done in the ages long past.

1996-0607-005

There have been many times that you have been so gathered together. This is not
the first time that you have been together in such a way. There have been many
times that you have shared love, you have shared laughter, you have shared the
tones of the voice in praise and in joy and you have shared of the food that
nourished the body and shared of the food that nourished the soul.

1996-0607-006

Many times you have come together for the shear happiness of just being
together for the fun of it. For indeed you do not have to have seriousness or even
what you would see as special reason. The reason that you are is reason enough.
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It is to share the Father's Love and the Mother's Love, for indeed that is all you
are asked to do.
1996-0607-007

The world would put many questions to you. The world would give you many
"shoulds" of how you should look upon everything, how you should go about, how
you should come in, how you should think, and yet all that your Heavenly Father
asks of you is to be the Light and the Love that you are. To be that in joy. That
is why I say to you in my opening greeting, "It is in great joy that I come to
abide with you." For in truth, that is who and what you are. You are the joy of
the Father.

1996-0607-008

And if there are times in your daily living that you do not feel joy, allow yourself
the pause that refreshes. Allow yourself the pause of a deep breath and to
connect once again with the love and the joy of the Father and to look lightheartedly upon whatever transpires.

1996-0607-009

If there be one standing right in your face who would be asking of you certain
decisions that need to be made, deadlines that have to be met, and indeed they
are dead lines as you would feel yourself tied to them. If there are ones who
come right in your face, a certain seriousness, you have choice either to meet
them in that space which you know well for indeed you have reacted many times
habitually and found yourself in that space. Or you have choice to breathe and to
smile and to allow yourself the pause that refreshes. It is not only your
commercials as they are called, that have a corner on the refreshments.

1996-0607-010

I would speak to you this evening about who you are. All of you have asked of me,
I have heard you in your times of meditation, your times of trouble, your times of
turmoil, your times of confusion, your times of being analytical. When you have
asked of me and of the Father and of anyone who would listen, "Who am I? Why
am I here?" Have you not said that? Have you not wondered, what is this all
about? Why am I here, and who am I?

1996-0607-012

Well beloved ones I have a great message to give to you because you have asked
me to give it to you. For indeed I cannot give you anything that you do not
already have. But I can bring and place right in front of the consciousness what
you asked me to bring out and to share with you in awareness. That is what I do.

1996-0607-013

For indeed I cannot share with you anything that you do not already know for all
wisdom is yours and I cannot gift you anything that you do not already have for
being the one Child of the Father. You have and are everything.

1996-0607-014

But in this point of focus that you do so well, this lifetime, this reality you have
temporarily forgotten the Allness of you and now there is a great wave that is
reaching across the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth, a wave of awakening, a
wave of consciousness because the holy Child has decreed that she will know who
she is.
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1996-0607-015

For the children who have lived in darkness have seen a great light. You have
been the children who have lived in darkness. For indeed even as you would look
upon this lifetime, the activities of this lifetime there has been times when you
could not see where you were going and you felt that you were in what has been
called the dark night of the soul. The dark place, the questioning place. You have
lived moments of darkness. Not of evil, but moments where the light somehow
would be perhaps as a slight glimmer and you because you are the child of the
one Father, you have perceived even that glimmer and you have held on to it even
in the moments of despair when all of the world was crashing around you and all
that you knew and understood to be security was changing.

1996-0607-016

You held on to that glimmer of light and you said, "I know that there must be
more than just what is going on in front of me. I feel that I am in a dark place, a
cave perhaps, but I also know that there has to be light at the end of the
tunnel." You have that saying, "There is light at the end of the tunnel." Why
would you have such a saying? Because you know that you are light and that
there is light at the end of the tunnel. At the end of every experience that has
seemed to be dark, oppressive. You have lived, if you will receive it, you have lived
many lifetimes in darkness for this is not the only lifetime, not the only point of
focus that you have known and if you will receive it, this is not the only life
experience that you are living even now as there is attention, point of focus, right
here in what you would call this time.

1996-0607-017

For you are unlimited, and even as we speak within this time frame, this reality of
this evening, you are most busy in other realms experiencing, expressing the
energy that goes beyond anything physical of the Father.

1996-0607-018

Now this is, this point of focus, this reality is a reality of physicality, physicalness
-- if that is a word. Everything that you interact with and understand within this
point of focus has physical basis. There are laws that you have created and
believing that govern physicality and all of your terminology has to do with and is
based upon the belief in physicalness. And yet that glimmer of light that we have
spoken of is the spirit of you that activates all of matter, that has brought all of
creation into form, whatever form it be and there are many, many types of form.
This is but one of them, this realm. And you are most busy.

1996-0607-019

For in my Father's house are many mansions, many realms of experience and of
expression. This is but one of them. And when you release the body, when you
release the very close identification with the body in this realm, you go to
experience because of your own choice, another room within the mansion.

1996-0607-020

Now, it has been a belief up to this point, put forward throughout the ages by
your men of religion, philosophy, theology that it is necessary to deny the body.
Either to take yourself off to a remote mountain, cave somewhere and to deny all
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physicalness to go beyond it in order to know other realms. Or that you must
decease the body, in other words, release it.
1996-0607-021

But I share with you in this evening that already you have gone into other realms
and experienced other realms even while keeping the pilot light going with the
physicality, the body. You have done this in meditation. You have gone beyond
what has been known to be reality and you have traveled somewhere. You have
been in a state, an exalted state perhaps a place of joy, a place of great peace
where you have communed with the Father and you have come then from that
space most happy, joyous, uplifted and you have wanted to share that with
another one and you have tried to put it into words and you could not quite find
the words to describe it and yet it was most real and one looking upon you could
see that indeed you had allowed your light to be expanded. For the light within
the eyes and around the physical form is expanded. Turned on. Again you have
that saying in your world, being turned on, coming alive.

1996-0607-022

In what you will see as the next few years in your timing, you are going to know
more and more expanded experience of your Self, of the one true Self, and you
and others such as you are going to prove it to the brothers and sisters in a
language that they will accept.

1996-0607-023

For the brothers and sisters are ready, there are many who are calling out to you
because they remember at a very deep level that there is much more to life than
just the place of employment, just the family, just the three score years and ten
or whatever time you call a lifetime to be. They are hungry for messages from
beyond to know that there is a beyond, beyond just the point of focus that is
right here at the end of the nose.

1996-0607-024

But they want to know in a certain way that they can belief this, that it is true
and they want to know it from ones such as you because they know that you
question.

1996-0607-025

All of you are teachers of God. All of you by example, teach what you live, what
you are willing to share with the brothers and sisters. They see your courage.
They see your persistence. They see your belief and your hope and that speaks
much more loudly than if you were to pull out the soapbox and to stand upon it
with your holy Scriptures in the hand and to beat against the holy Scriptures and
to say, "This is the Truth." This is the truth. This is the truth. Everyone of you is
the living walking truth and you are God in expression.

1996-0607-026

And each one of you brings a beautiful aspect of the Father into expression. Each
one of you speaks to the brothers and sisters in a way that they can understand.
Some will want proof. "Prove it to me. And the laws, the logical ways, take me
step by step and show me." Others will say, "I do not want to follow that ladder.
I want to know and I look deeply within your eyes and I find the Christ in your
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eyes." Other will leap immediately to the heart for they know that is where you
live.
1996-0607-027

Everyone of the brothers and sisters in this time now are calling out to know who
they are. They, as you, are the ones who have lived in the darkness and now have
seen a great light. It is the light that you are willing to share with them and
then they will see that that light is also within them.

1996-0607-028

For indeed you cannot behold that which you are not. It is as your computer
programs. If it isn't put in there in the program it is not going to read it. I
learned that from Beloved Elder. He sometimes gets funny things that come out of
that box and then he wonders why, how does it come out? Well it depends on
what he has put in I suppose.

1996-0607-029

It is true in your experience as well. For what will come to the consciousness, the
awareness is what you have put into it and have focused upon. And all of you are
teachers by your example, by your willingness.

1996-0607-030

For indeed it has taken great courage to come to this point of reality. To say
that I will focus upon this point of reality that believes in duality, that believes
that there could be good and evil.

1996-0607-031

Everything you look upon there seems to be two sides to it. For there is a great
belief within this focus, this reality that there is a duality, that there is God and
perhaps something that is not God. You have heard this in your religious circles,
your teachings.

1996-0607-032

Religious teaching that have been passed down generation to generation that you
have to be wary, that there might be something that could trip you up. That
there is an energy, a personality, an entity somewhere you don't quite see him. I
don't know why it is identified as a him. Could just as well be a her I suppose.
And yes, yes that has in your lineage to have that belief, that there could be a, I
suppose it was called a Jezebel. Anyway, that could tempt. And then there was
Eve. I digress.

1996-0607-033

But there has been a belief in duality and it has taken great courage for you to
say once again, "I will bring my light, my awareness, my consciousness and focus it
so specifically within this reality and speak a language that the brothers and
sisters can understand. I will assume a form that is like everyone else's form, a
body, a physical body and I will come through challenges. I will hear the voice of
the world and the questions of the world so that when I speak others will know
that I have come through what they come through and they can relate to me
because I am seemingly as they are." It has taken great courage.

1996-0607-034

You are the children of Light. You are the ones who have lived in darkness and
you are now seeing the light, the great light that you are. For some of you, you
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behold a great physical light. You will see it because you have decreed that is
what it takes. You want to experience that.
1996-0607-035

As my beloved brother Paul on the road to Damascus. There will be experience
such as that. For all of you, you have had your experience of light that has been
as a turning point for you could not go back after that happened for you have
seen your own light.

1996-0607-036

But first perhaps you thought it was attributable to something outside of
yourself. But you would not have known it such as the computer, if you were not
already that light.

1996-0607-037

Now the belief in duality is a belief that is shared, a collective belief in this point
of reality, this point of focus. It comes from a truth but as so often in a certain
experiencing, there has been focus upon the other side of something where the
focus has been upon separation, from all that you are, from the Father.
Separation from the kingdom of heaven which is no great mystery. The kingdom of
heaven is you. It is the peace that you are. It is that place of creativity that
comes forth from the peace, from the love that would expand for that is the
nature of love, to expand.

1996-0607-038

And the truth upon which the belief in duality is based is creation, is the creation
that you have brought forth, the created form. For you as the child of the one
Creator are creative by nature. It could not be otherwise and you desire to
create. You see this even in everyday living, you create in everyday situation for
yourself and if a day is going along really well sometimes you get a bit bored with
it and you see what you can create that will stir it up a bit. All of you have done
this, perhaps subtly, perhaps not so subtly for yourself and you have thought,
"Let's put a little bit of spice into this." And you have said something to someone
you knew perhaps were going to be as a button to them and sure enough it
pushed a button and you have gotten right in there with a lot of energy and the
day no longer was boring.

1996-0607-039

You have brought forth form. You are the Spirit, the energy that brings forth
form and from this there has been a belief that there would be the duality, the
separation of Spirit and form and yet as you look upon the beloved pet, in truth
what is walking is love, energy. You would characterize it as light. It is walking
love on the four feet and the energy that it is expands far beyond the boundaries
of that form the same as with you.

1996-0607-040

For indeed you have all looked upon the lifeless form and you have seen that the
activating force, the spirit of that has left. In truth what this is is the Father in
expression the same as you.

1996-0607-041

In being creative in bringing forth form, bringing forth physicality you have
become so immersed in your creation that there has been a temporary forgetting
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of the spirit that activates all form. But now the light that you are seeing is the
light of Spirit and you are coming from the place of darkness to the place of
knowing allness, the place of heaven upon earth even while if you so choose,
activating the form that you know so well.
1996-0607-042

It is not necessary to lay down the body before you will know heaven. You have
felt times of communion. You have felt times of oneness with the Father where
you have been so translated and transfigured that you have gone beyond the form
into the space of love and you have known yourself to be one with me and with
the Father.

1996-0607-043

And this will be for you and for many of the brothers and sisters a grand reality.
It is most contagious. It spreads. For as you have witnessed depression to be
contagious, as you have witnessed worry, doom, rumors of war, rumors of gloom to
be contagious, also rumors of truth are most contagious. And that is what you are
willing now to spread, the grand truth.

1996-0607-044

For as you are willing to be uplifted to come into that state of exalted awareness
into the Father's Love, it reaches out and it touches everyone. For in truth there
is no separation. What you think goes out upon the ethers and it is received by
brothers and sisters upon whom you may not lay the physical eyes in what you
call this lifetime, and yet it is felt to the farthest point across the face of our
Holy Mother, the Earth.

1996-0607-045

There is a great wave, that is why I have called it a wave, for it is spreading
from one to another to another to another. The light is dawning. Not because I or
other great masters that you would see to be above you have decreed that it is
time, but because you have decreed that it is time. You have said that in this
lifetime I will be happy. I will know love. I will give love. I will receive love. I will
see beauty and joy in everything. It will be a time of great peace. That is what
you are bringing forth now.

1996-0607-046

For everyone who beholds you see the innocence of love. They have opportunity to
look within their own soul as they look upon you. Did you know how powerful you
are? No, but as you smile that wondrous smile you allow other hearts to be
lighter and it is contagious.

1996-0607-047

That is why when you are with someone and they begin laughing and they are so
caught up in laughter even if you do not know what the joke is about, you find
yourself beginning to laugh and you may at first say, "Well, this is crazy. Why
am I laughing? I don't know what he's laughing at, but it feels good." And you find
yourself caught up in it. It is most contagious and that is how the light dawns. It
is spreading.

1996-0607-048

Teachers of God there is a great light and you are it. All of you. Each one of you
has chosen a certain beautiful role that you will play in interaction with the
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brothers and sisters. Each one of you has said, "I will bring a certain aspect of
the Father into prominence, into visibility for others to see and for myself to
experience. I will bring forth beauty of form. I will bring forth beauty of soul.
Great courage. Great courage. I will bring it forth as the Son that I am." It
matters not if you are activating the physical form that seems to be female. You
are a great Son. You are as the sunlight, as the smile. Yes, great sunlight.
1996-0607-049

Each one of you has talent, ability, certain expertise that you are willing to share
with others. You would look back upon this lifetime and I will share with you that
it goes back beyond this lifetime, of certain areas of interest where you have
studied, where you have put time, awareness into. You have gained certain
credentials, believability in the world, that you would share with the brothers and
sisters.

1996-0607-050

All of these talents and abilities, expertise will be called into play in the next
few years of your timing. It is not by accident that you have a various collection
of certain interests, certain ways of going about the life and the life experience
for it will all be called into play in the next few years of our timing, because you
have decreed that you are going to know who you are.

1996-0607-051

Now I say this not as a warning. I say this as a message of great joy. For indeed
you have all called out to be done with the constriction, to be done with the
sorrow, to be done with all of the limitations that you have felt yourself bound
by. You have railed against them.

1996-0607-052

You are bringing forth a new order and yes, it has it threads that go way back as
you would see linear time to be. Farther back than this lifetime for indeed as you
would count lifetimes there was a choice point, a lifetime, an experience where
you as the prodigal son decided to rise up in consciousness and return Home once
again.

1996-0607-053

You have repeated that decision again in this lifetime in your awareness, but in
truth it is not new in this lifetime. It goes back in what you would see as linear
time, far back to a place where you have said, "Surely there must be more than
darkness. There must be more than just the table scraps. I want to and will arise
up and return to my Father, to my Father's Home."

1996-0607-054

So you will yes, still know physicality for indeed physical creation is beautiful but
you will see it in a new light, the light of a new understanding. The light of a new
perception. The light of the Father Who is your light and that great light will not
be hidden from any of the brothers and sisters.

1996-0607-055

There is much that you see transpiring in your world now that does not seem to
be of light. Everyday you read in your news bulletins, you see upon the square
box that allows you the visual from afar, you hear it given to you over the
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airwaves, I think it is called, the news which is not new. It repeats itself does it
not?
1996-0607-056

Not only in what you would see as your geographical location, in geographical
locations all over the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth. There is much of
polarity that is happening. Again the belief in duality coming to a place of
oneness but seemingly approaching it through the back door which is the way
that humankind often enjoys coming to revelation.

1996-0607-057

I know this from my own experience. For I was a man and I knew human life and
human experience. I knew time of doubt. I knew times of questioning. I knew
times of asking, "Why?" For when I was a lad and I studied at the monastery
with my teachers I would ask, "Why? But why? Why?" Until finally they sent me
out to sit by flowing water, to come again to the peace of the heart where all
wisdom abides. They said to me, "Jeshua, go. Peace brother. Be still."

1996-0607-058

They said this from their great wisdom and they said it from their humanhood as
well. For in my wanting to remember I was as some others have been, very
persistent in asking. I know human experience and I know human love and I know
beyond human love.

1996-0607-059

All of the brothers and sisters even as they are engaged now in a great polarity
of experience are coming Home. Some will choose the gentle route for they
remember that they have already done the route that was of the rocks and
boulders, the hard route.

1996-0607-060

All of you have known your pathways that were strewn with the rocks and
boulders even in this lifetime you have known challenge. You have known
completion with many changes.

1996-0607-061

Other of the brothers and sisters may choose a harsher route as you would look
upon it and judge until they come to the place of saying, "There must be another
way."

1996-0607-062

So even as you would look upon brothers and sisters who are making choices that
perhaps you would not wish for them, know that they are arising in completion,
issues that they do not yet feel complete with and bless them on their way.
Always you will share with them that you are there for them. They know that.
They know that you are the rock of love upon which they can always put their
firm foundation. They know that you are there, but they have to try out to know
completion with various issues in order to know their own strength and their own
completion. To finally say, "I am complete with that. I know that to the place of
satiation, fulfillment. I want to know more of it." And that is what brothers and
sisters, ones that you look upon now who may be making choices that come from a
place of non-love, seemingly. They are making choices for completion until finally
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they arrive as you have done, that place where you say, "I am the prodigal son
who will rise up and return unto my Father."
1996-0607-063

Everyone that you look upon in this lifetime is making choice to come Home and
you may bless them on their route. It does not mean that you have to stand in
front of them and get run over by their route. But you may bless them as the
Father does. For indeed the Father does not judge. He looks upon His holy Child
playing and awaits the holy Child to awaken and to come Home in conscious
awareness.

1996-0607-064

For indeed you are always Home. You have never left the Father, but you have
chosen momentarily to turn the focus of attention unto certain realities of your
creation -- realities with the small "r". The true Reality of who you are does not
change. You are the great light that is now being seen. It is a time for rejoicing.

1996-0607-065

It is a time where you will find many reunions such as this. Times of great joy.
Times of finding each other once again. You have felt that. You have gone to a
gathering and perhaps you did not know ones who were there, according to what
the little tag, the name tags would say, and yet you have looked into the eyes of
that one and you have said, "I know you from somewhere." Many have said, "Did
you go to that thing in...? Or did you go to that workshop? Or perhaps you were
somewhere else." You have known that one throughout much association many
lifetimes and it matters not what the appearance is, the form looks like. You
know the bond in the heart. There has been a spark that has come alive and you
have said, "I know that one." And truly you do. Many times.

1996-0607-066

Those who have dwelt in darkness have seen a great light. That is in truth what
is happening now. That is in truth what you will be doing in the next few years of
your timing. You will be showing forth the light of the truth of your being. For
you will not be able to hide it. It does not need to be hidden. And indeed, you
cannot.

1996-0607-067

There is a grand radiance about you. There is a grand radiance about you. There
is a grand radiance about all of you and it is beautiful to behold. There is a
sincerity of heart that is awakening. It is the light that is coming alive once
again in the awareness, the consciousness, the conscious awareness of the holy
Child, and the Father stands with arms outstretched ready to welcome you Home
once again.

1996-0607-068

Know you this. Yes, it is the open arms of the hug. It is the open arms that would
embrace. Know you that is even the message of the cross. It was the beginning of
the embracement of Love. It was not to be seen as destruction, evil, sorrowful,
for indeed there was great rejoicing that came forth from it. It was the
beginning of the universal, cosmic, infinite hug.
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1996-0607-069

No longer look you upon the cross as a symbol of sorrow and of death. When you
see the outstretched arms run into them and embrace. That is the great light
that you are, and beautiful you are. Do you know how many lifetimes you have
been a great beauty upon this plane? Many lifetimes you have been the beauty
that has been sought after by the kings, by the ones who had the golden coins.
Who would shower upon you all of the wealth of the world for the smile in the
eyes. Many lifetimes.

1996-0607-070

Those who have dwelt in darkness have seen a great light. Allow yourselves in the
next few years of your timing for indeed as you stand here in a reckoning of
timing, you have what is left now until the turning of the century. What do you
have left? Yes, three years and a bit. Three and a half, I guess. Know you that
my recorded ministry -- recorded -- was of three years, a bit more than three
years duration. Allow you now to bring into conscious awareness for yourself your
ministry. Set about your ministry to the one Self, to the Light in the next three
and a half years of your timing.

1996-0607-071

Not with great seriousness that perhaps if you do not fulfill everything you will
have failed. You cannot fail. Already you have chosen in the heart. Already you
know guidance. Otherwise you would not be here in this gathering this evening.
You have heard your own guidance. But allow yourself to come consciously aware
of service unto yourself, ministry to the one Self. Nurture the Self that you are.
Love the Self that you are. Be as the fish that swims in the great ocean. Be as
the one who supports others and nurture that Self of you. In every day before
you lay the head upon the pillow, gift unto yourself the thing of beauty as a gift
from your Father to you. A flower perhaps. Something that is beautiful of color.
Something that is beautiful of texture.

1996-0607-072

It need not cost what you would see as many golden coins, or it may if you want.
But gift unto yourself in every day before you lay the head upon the pillow, a
gift from your Father for indeed He would give it to you, but you must choose it.

1996-0607-073

In other words, He lays forth before you a great store. Know you your great
stores? Your shopping malls? Many great objects of beauty and the Father
provides for you even more everywhere around you there is beauty.

1996-0607-074

Gift for yourself the ministry to Self. Gift to yourself in everyday the
spontaneity of a hug of self and know that it is your Father that hugs you. Feel
that. Feel the very vibration of love as you gift hug to yourself.

1996-0607-075

For you allow inspiration to come as a gift. Not to worry about it, but to allow it
to come to you easily. For you are one who has been as a grand master many
lifetimes. You have been as the teacher who has had the disciples many times.
You have studied the great heavens and you have asked of the parts of the
heavens to share with you the gestalt of the whole. In other words, beyond just
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the sum of the individual parts. You have said, "I want to know totality. I want to
know how the individual parts work, yes, but share with me the wholeness, the
holiness." And so you have studied the heavens and you have shared with the
disciples and they have written what you have shared with them. And then you
have come back later and you have read what they wrote from this great master
and you have said, "Great wisdom." You are a grand wizard yourself.
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Allow yourself to know beauty, to know gentleness for that is truly your nature.
Bring that forth as the light for you. You give it so well unto others, but allow
yourself to be immersed in that gentleness for that is the Father. Allow yourself
to know that you are His beloved in whom He is well pleased for indeed He is well
pleased.
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Allow yourself great love of Self. Duty, yes, you have felt. You have responded to
duty very well. You have brought forth what you are asked to bring forth and
there will be more. But give unto self as you give so easily to others, the love,
the gentleness, the expansion that is yours, the ease, the reward. For you do not
have to wait. The reward is yours already.
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Jeshua goes around the room speaking to each person with a message.

